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In a field dominated by males with a reputation for aggressiveness and ruthless behavior, is there room for women to compete? Are there also feminine paparazzi? By Chris Opfer the "Star Wars" universe is loaded with background characters, but few more hard work than the droides. So many of these mechanical wonders sise for the abbear in the
background, while I like C-3PO, R2-D2 and BB-8 get all the glory.by Nathan Chandlorthis Photographic Retrospective by Elvis Presley includes photos of moments of the definition of this legendary performer. These images include him years of him like a child and just before he burst on the music scene. See elvis presley pictures.by susan doll this
month, my friend threw a birthday party for his child. The classic elements - balloons, striped cone hats, and two types of homemade cake (chocolate and vanilla) - Culmined in the climax of each birthday party: the moment when the celebrants gather around the guest Honor and sing Ã, â,¬ Å "Happy birthday to you. "Later that night, as my friend put
her son in bed, the child announced that she didn't like the birthday song and she felt mad when people sang him. Ã ¢ â â "I think she mean that she is anxious, Ã ¢ â â" said my friend, translating an emotional vocabulary of three years. And so it was that his child was inaugurated an important rite of passage "feeling deeply embarrassing for your
birthday. It is difficult not to feel embarrassed when the recipient is rested Ã ¢ â,¬ Å" Happy Birthday "song . Part of the problem lies in the alone Lati of tradition: while all the others sing and set, the birthday honor has nothing to do. Combining inappropriate. It's good for others to congratulate you, it's not yet dead, but a bit of yourself obsessed to
congratulate yourself. Our birthdays, after all, are a reminder that time is passing, which also forces the hardest among us to keep our lives storage. But the biggest problem with the birthday song is that it leads to the cutting-edge the deepest discomfort than many people, from children to adults, feel to celebrate our birthdays in general. Some of us
simply hate to be the center of attention. Others crumble under stress. Often, the celebrations can only be a type of disappointment. The classic son books the Bererentain Bears and too much birthday memorably capture the feeling of emotional overload that comes with excitement and high expectations, warning "," at the first big group sometimes
we forget, that the birthday bear could end up. "Yet the lower key plans can also lead to disappointment. Who was ... or feared that it became - Carrie in a memorable sex and the episode of the city, sitting alone in a restaurant, convinced that his friends have rejected? Maybe the most secure course for birthday-shy to be to give up completely
celebrations. But friends and family members often want to mark the opportunity. And even self-proclaimed "birthday people", tend to want a species of recognition, a glass of champagne with a loved one, phone calls and family texts and friends. Our birthdays, after all, are a reminder that time is passing, what strength also the hardest among us to
take stock of ours life. It is difficult to believe that someone really wants to spend the feeling of birthday as if no one has taken note of their existence. So what to do the problem of birthdays "in particular when you are an adult, and the g more immediate ratifications (glaze, gifts) have lost their shine? There is no easy way to overcome a birthday
inherent to enjoy, which emerges from the tension between ours To feel loved and appreciated by others and our self-consciousness about that desire, with a healthy fear of mortality thrown into the mix. But we can, at least, understand the roots of that offer with a bit of historical context, as mentioned through the lens of the birthday song. A brief
story of Ã ¢ â,¬ Ã ¢ â,¬ Ã ¢ â,¬ Ã ¢ â,¬ "Today, today today BirthdayÃ ¢ â,¬ is the most sung ditty in the English language, according to the Guinness Book of World Records. A 2018 video by Conde Nast Traveler, with people from 70 different countries singing their nations, traditional birthday songs of nations, reveal that the song is also standard in
countries ranging from France, Spain, Germany and Italy in China, South Korea, South Africa, Malaysia, Lebanon, Egypt, and beyond. We have a Kentucky Patty Hill educator and his sister, ethnomusicologist Mildred Hill, to thank Ã ¢ â,¬ "or blamed" to trigger the song of the world "World birthday. In 1889, Patty and Mildred collaborated to write
songs for children, As a professor of George Washington University Professor Robert Brauneis explains in a sheet (paywall) on the complicated legal history of the song. Patty, the principal in a local kindergarten was the lyricist, while Mildred wrote the melodies. To create the song we know today The sisters crossed an iterative process, testing music
outside Patty's students to see what parts were difficult for children to sing and adapt it accordingly. The melody we know today as Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Happy Birthday" It was written for the first time as Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "good morning to all"; you can probably guess the lyrics. But in the 90s, according to Brauneis, Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Happy BirthdayÃ ¢ â,¬, started up Lear
like a variation of the texts of American songs books. The birthday celebrations had recently been common in the US culture, he explains, and therefore a song designated for the occasion he had little in the competition way. He writes: According to Scholar Elizabeth Aleck, the birthday parties did not become common among the Americans rich up to
the end of 1830; Modern birthday cakes have emerged after 1850; And birthday parties of peer-culture culture, involving children of the age of the child whose birthday was celebrated, emerged between 1870 and 1920, after the American urban public schools became Age-Graded. Be clear, it was not as well as if it was not clear one in history had
ever celebrated birthdays before. The ancient Romans threw birthdays with gifts and banquets, who served the dual purpose of honoring the personal divinity of each individual (PDF). Medieval Germans prepare forecasts for modern birthday desserts for children, calling the chance Kinderfest; The Journal British Journal Bolk-Lore, around 1883,
reported that Swiss crashed candles on the cake, one for every year of life, and requested the honor of Ã ¢ â,¬ "explode the candles one after L Another. Ã,Â »but Veryly birthday parties went the mainstream in the 20th century, supported by factors including the relatively recent cultural celebration of childhood and the prosperous post-World World
II era that gave rise to the robust middle class America. (It is worth noting, which has also been given the mortality rates for children to heaven sky through cultures for most of the history, the birthday celebration could have seemed that tempting fate. "Like birthday recognition It has become more and more the norm, so also ... BirthdayÃ ¢ â,¬
becomes intertwined in the fabric of the festivities. Brauneise observes several reference moments in the path of the melody towards ubiquity. It was presented in the first singing telegram of the world in 1933; in two Hollywood films from 1937, on the Avenue and Stella Dallas; and in Marilyn Monroe, historically seductive, yield of 1962 of 1962 at
the Madison Square garden, on the occasion of 45 Â ° By John F. Kennedy. The incredible popularity of the song meant that anyone who possessed the rights to remade many revenue. In 1988, Warner Music Group acquired the control of the song, allowing him to make at least $ 2 million each year from commercial shows, including movies and
television programs. This spoke a set of controversial disputes on copyright, which were finally established in 2016, when a US District Judge A settlement that put a happy birthdayÃ ¢ in the public penalty Domain.Folkloric FeelitÃ ¢ s Note that, while a happy birthday ¢ is the go-to song for many people around the world, there are alternatives. Some
black Americans instead sing Stevie WonderÃ ¢ s a cheerful BirthdayÃ ¢ song, originally written during the push to make Martin Luther King, Jr.Ã ¢ s birthday a national holiday, as Aisha Harris writes for slate. And some countries, including the Netherlands, Poland, Israel and Mexico, have its own distinct melodies and texts. Russia apparently has
several options, including a melancholy melody originally popular by an accordion-playing ClayMation Crocodile.But looks like a lot of countries and cultures today I share the desire to have some kind of birthday song for the occasion; A melody we have first heard when we are to small, and that we keep singing ¢ to our children, and an anotherÃ ¢ as
we have grown up. Putting aside the national hymns and religious hymns, the Brauneis notes that a happy birthdayÃ ¢ is often a unique secular song handed down through an oral popular song tradition and still sung in adulthood.Ã ¢ He also mentions David Huron, a professor of music At the Ohio State University, who observed at a conference 1999
a happy Birthday ¢ is noteworthy, partly because it is a Ã, Ã, carefully domestic work | Performed in the kitchen or dining room, rather than the concert hall. No other musical work has aroused so much spontaneous music-making.Ã ¢ a happy birthday, ã, in other words, it is a thing ¢ incredibly common song because it is sung in particular, every year,
for the US feels Deeply Personal.Accepting embarrassmentThereÃ ¢ knows sadness for a happy birthday ¢ that ¢ that ¢ s inextricable by its sweetness. Today in the United States, ita s often sung almost comically slowly, at the rhythm of a funeral song. Of this, the song is destined to remind us of when we were small and vulnerable, and make us think
of all the ways we are still rather vulnerable now, too. This is why the news that Mars Rover buzzed a solitaire, full of hope a happy birthdayÃ ¢ to himself again in 2013, on a planet of millions of miles away, it was enough to move a lot Of back People ¢ On the ground on the edge of tears .we can hopeful to avoid a cheerful birthdayÃ ¢ song than we
can avoid the aging process itself. But while many of us can blush or twist when a happy birthday ¢ is direct our way, we also like singing to someone else. Take a look at that video Conde Nast Traveler again; As sincere all looks, swaying his head together with the melody or squeezing his hands in the right choral style. It is a melody designed to be so
simple that almost anyone can sing together, which makes it the perfect ritual. And there are amenities in rituals, even those who make us simultaneously make us uncomfortable, too. These contrasting emotions are at the center of the song of Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Happy Birthday". We can no longer hope to avoid it from how much we can avoid the process of
aging itself, and the inevitable losses and disappointments we face. But the song is A small and reliable gift that we can offer us each other, whether we close family members or strangers in a restaurant. Certainly, it's embarrassing sitting there while everyone is singing, but this is suitable. It's embarrassing to be alive, In general. At least in this case,
later, we find our friend's toddler already came in terms with these realities. The day after his party, he told his mom who decided that he liked the song After all, and could not wait to sing Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Happy Birthday". I have many possibilities. possibility .
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